PROTECTIVE PARENT JANE POWELL PARADED BEFORE THE PUBLIC
The Real Story to be Presented to the Wilton Patch by the Foundation for the Child
Victims of the Family Courts, is as Follows:
The dirty little secrets of Wilton, Ct. that never until now hit the press involve the
desperate lives of protective parents waging war without help or recognition. Protective
parents whom are subject to the sadistic, oppressive control of vicious domestic violence
abusers whom everyone around knows exist because of covered bruises, hushed cries and
whispers. The never confront, never report, never rise up command gives way when the
consequences of not acting, not for themselves but because of danger to children, compel
action.
Multiple grasps at help - counselors - "I have known women more abused than you",
police, knowing that the abuser has three guns in the house, all legally licensed, we
cannot do anything until he actually (kills/injures you - more severely), "child protective
services"........."unsubstantiated"............ lawyers, you must "sign custody to the father

(abuser) or never see your children again". Years of violation, insult, injury, failure of
institutions awarded with responsibility to shield, protect, hold perpetrators responsible
evolve into a resolution to act in the face of consequences too overwhelming as children
wasting under oppressive, annihilating abuse must be saved. Neither Wilton school
authorities, Wilton counselors, Wilton CPS, physicians charged as fiduciaries in the role
of mandated reporters came to the aid of children or their protective parent, despite
complaints that were all well known (documented) to be in acute distress.
It would seem that using resources that are yours, that come from your own years of
labor, for your own and your children's defense in the face of overwhelming, threats to
risk of flight and forever loss qualify as proper use in the blood sport of custody
reconsideration.
Mother and children were caught in the Gordian knot of one institutional failure after
another, as they were jettisoned by the greed of one inept, corrupt professional after
another, life seemed hopeless. Further complications of the medical controversy over
lyme disease in the form of "lyme disease denial", weighed down those struggling with
affliction by chronic lyme disease. However, survival of the fittest is moving into court as
consequences of wrongful custody transfers, multiple acts of professional incompetence,
ineptitude, fraud and malfeasance are about to be brought to light and held to
accountability in the Stamford /Norwalk courts.

